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We employ analytical and numerical chemical evolution models to study observed
trends in abundance ratios involving carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Several sets
of published stellar yields for both intermediate-mass and massive stars are con-
sidered, and the most appropriate sets are selected through the use of analytical
models. These yields are then used in the numerical models to match observed
data trends in C/O, N/O, and O/H. We conclude that the principal production
site for carbon is massive stars, while that for nitrogen is intermediate-mass stars.
1 Introduction
Carbon and nitrogen are among the most abundant chemical elements, and of
obvious importance for life. The main nuclear processes that generate these
two elements are reasonably well understood: the carbon must come from the
triple-alpha reaction of helium while nitrogen originates in CNO processing by
the conversion of carbon and oxygen during hydrogen burning. A lingering
problem, though, has been the lack of knowledge of which sites are most
important for their generation: in particular, do they come mainly from short-
lived massive stars (MS) or from longer lived progenitors of asymptotic giant
branch stars, i.e intermediate-mass stars (IMS)? Since necessary threshold
temperatures for the production of both carbon and nitrogen are reached in
both stellar types, identification of C and N production sites is difficult.
We report on the results of a study in which numerical chemical evolution
models are used to match trends in nebular emission line and stellar absorption
line measurements of C, N, and O, where oxygen in this case is employed as the
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tracer of metallicity. The basis of our study is the abundance data compiled
by Henry & Worthey1. Figure 1A is a plot of log(C/O) versus 12+log(O/H)
by number, while Fig. 1B is the same but for log(N/O). Typical uncertainties
are shown in the upper left of both figures; heavy lines are model results
discussed below.
2 Results & Conclusions
Our goal is to calculate numerical chemical evolution models to match trends
visible in the data, at the same time employing analytical models of the data
to select appropriate stellar yields for C, N, and O. Despite the scatter, we
move forward by assuming a positive trend between C/O and O/H in Fig. 1A,
indicating a metallicity dependence for carbon production. In Fig. 1B, we as-
sume that the zero-slope behavior at low metallicity is commensurate with
primary nitrogen production (independent of metallicity), while the clear as-
cending threshold for O/H above 12+log(O/H)=8.3 signifies the dominance
of secondary nitrogen production (metallicity-sensitive).
The numerical models assume a one-zone open box and include infall
but not outflow in the calculations. The code comprises standard differential
equations, a quadratic Schmidt law with adjustable efficiency for star forma-
tion, a Salpeter IMF, and an infall rate which was taken to be a decreasing
exponential function of time with a characteristic time of 4 Gyr.
Stellar yields are the most crucial bit of model input. Their selection was
based on the construction of analytical fits to the data trends by assuming
simple functional forms of stellar yield dependence on metallicity. Coefficients
of successful fits were then compared with coefficients describing published
yields. In this way, we chose to adopt Maeder’s2 yields for massive stars, in
which carbon production is greatly enhanced by stellar mass loss whose rate
is metallicity-sensitive. This important feature explains the secondary behav-
ior of carbon production seen in Fig. 1A. For IMS, we adopted the yields of
van den Hoek & Groenewegen3, whose primary and secondary nitrogen pro-
duction rates predict results which are very consistent with observed behavior
of N/O.
Our model results are shown with the heavy lines in Figs. 1A,B. Models
A, B, and C differ in star formation efficiency, which increases by five times
each between A/B and B/C. Behavior of C/O among these models is un-
changed because all C and O are produced by the same massive stars, so the
abundances of these elements are unaffected by variation in star formation
rate. In contrast, since N is synthesized by IMS, the evolutionary time delay
of these stars compared with MS render the behavior of N/O sensitive to the
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FIG 1A: CARBON
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FIG. 1B: NITROGEN
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temporal changes in the star formation rate. So, the greater the SFR at early
times (e.g. models C vs. A), the higher O/H rises (greater rightward shift)
before N/O can catch up.
Our conclusions are: (1) Carbon is produced mostly (>90%) by mas-
sive stars, and thus this element experiences no production delay relative to
the synthesis of oxygen. The secondary character of its production stems
from the metal-sensitive mass loss rate assumed in Maeder’s massive star
yields; (2) Nitrogen is produced mostly (>90%) by intermediate-mass stars.
At 12+log(O/H)<8.3, N synthesis is independent of metallicity, while above
this value its production is sensitive to it. (3) The characteristic delay in
nitrogen production relative to that of carbon and oxygen is 250 Myr, and
the relevant stellar masses for its production are 4-8M⊙. (4) The low N/O
and O/H values observed in low surface brightness galaxies do not necessarily
imply young ages for these systems, but may instead be explained by invoking
low efficiency star formation rates. A full discussion of our analysis is available
in Henry, Edmunds, & Ko¨ppen4.
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